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IDC Krone Type Connection Tool with Sensor

Quality impact tool for reliable IDC connections to our P8710 
disconnect modules or any other Krone type terminals. Blade 
performs simultaneous cut and terminate operations. Fitted with 
handy fold-out hook and screwdriver accessories. The sensor 
prevents angled termination and also helps with double jumpering 
by cutting the second wire before the first wire. Cutting function may 
be turned off. Used to terminate wires with a diameter of 0.4-0.9mm 
(20-27AWG) and insulation of 0.70 to 1.90mm. Not suitable for 110 
type IDC terminals.

CAT # ITEM
T0059

Impact Tool 110

Quality impact tool for 110 type IDC terminations. Adjustable 
tension for impact mechanism. Reversible blade allows terminate 
only or terminate/cut operations. Compartment in body for 
storage of spare blades. Not suitable for Krone type IDC 
terminals.

CAT #
T0055
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Round Cable Stripper

Economy stripper tool. Specifically designed to strip the jacket 
from round cables without damaging the conductors. Ideal for 
Cat-5E or Cat-6 cable, security cable and telephone cable. 
Available with 110 IDC tool built into the tip.

CAT # IDC TOOL
T0033 No

T0034 Yes

Coaxial Cable Stripper

For stripping RG6/U and RG59/U coaxial cables. 3 blades 
ensure accurate stripping length of each cable section. Built-
in hex screws for accurate depth-of-cut adjustment for each 
blade. Preset stripping length of 12mm (8mm + 4mm). Blades 
may be repositioned to give a 10mm (6mm + 4mm) stripped 
length. Reversible cutting block for quick change when stripping 
between RG6/U and RG59/U coaxial cables.

CAT #
T0063-002

STRIPPERS/CUTTERS
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LAN Cable Tester

The LAN Cable tester is designed 
to check and troubleshoot the 
pin connections of RJ45 cables. 
It is ideal for testing the continuity 
of each of a LAN cable prior to 
installations on equipments.

CAT #
T0042001

Datamaster® Professional 
LAN Cable Tester

Professional LAN cable tester with 
advanced backlit LCD. Tests and 
displays exact pin-to-pin wiring 
configuration of LAN cables, 
modular telephone cables and 
coaxial cables. Tests and displays 
length of LAN or coaxial cables.
Package includes a remote 
terminator (ID #01) for near-end/
far-end testing of installed network 
cables on site, belt clip, black 
zippered vinyl pouch, 2 x F-type to 
BNC coax adaptors, 2 x 8P to 6P 
modular reducers and 9V battery.
Packed in a hang-sell blister pack. 
Additional Remote Terminators (IDs 
02-08) are available separately.

CAT #
T0046

Linesman’s Test Phone

Test Telephone with 2-way hands-
free speaker, adjustable volume 
switch, line polarity check and 
monitor/talk switch. Tone or pulse 
dialling with last number redial and 
12 memories. Robust ABS housing 
with belt clip and durable coiled 
cord. Measures 260(L) x 70(W) x 
89(H)mm. Weight 560g.

CAT #
T0111-002

3-in-1 Toner Tracer Cable 
Tester

3-in-1 toner tracer cable tester 
designed to test RJ-45 LAN cable, 
BNC and “F” coaxial cables, 
tone generator, continuity and 
6P2C/4P2C jacks. This tester is 
specifically designed for use with 
electricians, service technicians. 
telecommunications workers and 
networking or general home use 
testing. 
The unit has a visual and audio alert 
for OPEN/SHORT values. A PASS 
indicator is used for tests which 
show no failures. 

CAT #
T0116

TEST AND M
EASUREM

ENT
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Datamaster® RJ45 Quick 
Term

Able to crimp Datamaster® Quick 
Term RJ45 plugs easily and cut 
wires flat. The Datamaster® Quick 
Term crimp tool has a quick lock 
and release feature allowing it to be 
stored in the smallest of spaces. 
This tool is an economic and reliable 
choice for installers and DIYers 
who need small looking tools for a 
quick and reliable data termination 
solution.

CAT #
T0019QT

Ratchet Tool 4P/6P/8P

Precision steel hand tools for the 
professional. T0019 has three 
individual dies to allow accurate 
termination of 4, 6 and 8 position 
modular plugs. The T0016 allows 
termination of 6, 8 and 10 position 
modular plugs. The 6 position die 
on both models has an adjustment 
to accept MMP plugs and the 8 
position die on tool T0016 also 
accommodates AMP plugs. Jaw 
design distributes equal pressure 
to all contacts simultaneously.
Ratchet operation ensures excellent 
insulation penetration and cord 
strain relief. 
CAT #
T0019

T0019KIT T0019 tool and carry case

T0016

Economy 3-in-1 Modular 
Tool

Three individual dies allow 
termination of 4, 6 and 8 position 
modular plugs. Handle incorporates 
cutter and stripper. For Crimping 
Modular Plug, 8P8C/RJ45,6P6C/
RJ12 , 6P4C/RJ-11, 4P4C & 4P2C 
plugs, cutting and stripping wire by 
one operation, easy and efficient, 
with round cable stripper, light-
weight, durable and compact.

CAT # ITEM
T0018-002 4P / 6P / 8P

Datamaster® Professional 
2-in-1 Modular Tool - Steel

Two individual dies allow accurate 
termination of 6 and 8 position 
modular plugs. Jaw design 
distributes equal pressure to all 
contacts simultaneously. Ratchet 
operation ensures excellent 
insulation penetration and cord 
strain relief.

CAT # ITEM
T0017 6P / 8P

CRIM
PERS

NEW
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Metal Modular Tools - Steel

These quality steel hand tools 
are ideal for in-field attachment of 
modular plugs. Excellent insulation 
penetration and strain relief is 
achieved. Cord cutting blade is 
incorporated. BT version also 
available to fit NZ/UK plugs with 
either left or right handed latch.

CAT # PLUG TYPE
T0026 6P - MMP

T0028 8P

T0029 10P

T0030 UK/NZ Tool

Cat6 Shielded Modular Tool

This precision crimp tool is designed 
specifically for Cat6/Cat6a shielded 
modular plugs only.

CAT #
T0031

Datamaster® Hexagonal 
Ratchet Crimp Tools

These precision hand crimp tools 
employ a ratchet action ensuring 
correct crimping pressure is applied 
for reliable, trouble-free crimping of 
coaxial cable plugs. Tool T0038 suits 
our BNC RG59/U crimp plugs. Tool 
T0039 is compatible with both our 
BNC RG59/U crimp plugs and our 
F-type RG6/U connectors.

CAT # DIE SUITS CRIMPS
T0038 G P0702

T0039 C2 P0702, P0712

T0038-3T1 3T1 Die for hex crimp mini 
coax P0715

Datamaster® Compression 
Connector Crimp Tools

These precision hand crimp tools 
employ a ratchet action ensuring correct 
crimping pressure is applied for reliable, 
trouble-free compression of our P0720 
series waterproof BNC, RCA, PAL and 
F-type coaxial connectors. Adjustable 
compression depth. Tool T0040 is 
compatible with RG6/U and RG59/U 
coaxial cables and has adaptors to 
suit F-type and Female connectors. 
Tool T0041 is suitable for only F-type 
connectors on RG11/U coaxial cable.

CAT # SUITS FOR CONNECTOR

T0040 RG6/U & 
RG/59U F-type and female

T0041 RG11/U F-type

CRIM
PERS
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Gel Connector Crimp Tool

Custom made precision crimp tool for 100% 
reliable crimping of our gel-filled connectors or 
Scotchlock connectors.

CAT #
T0037

H1130 Crimp Tool

This quality metal crimp tool is designed for 
accurate termination of H1130 insulation 
piercing quick connect crimps that are used for 
connection of insulated line cord conductors to 
telephone plug types 603, 604, 605, 606 and 
615. Also suitable for crimping our insulation 
displacement Y-terminals and other 14-28AWG 
insulated and non-insulated connectors 
and pins. A handle operated cord cutter is 
incorporated.

CAT # ITEM
T0035 Blade

TOOLS
CRIM

PERS

Datamaster® Universal RJ45 Tool

The RJ45 Multi-Function Crimper is your 
affordable solution for quick and efficient 
crimping and cutting needs. Its compatibility 
with a wide range of RJ45 connector 
types makes it a valuable tool for network 
professionals looking to streamline their 
installation processes. The durable design, 
combined with the ergonomic grip, ensures a 
reliable and comfortable user experience.

CAT #
T0020QTU

COMING SOON


